Enjoy your iDrive system even more with enhanced features and technology improvements. The BMW Operating System 8.5 is equipped with QuickSelect, a touch-optimized design offering the user a modern and efficient experience. The user can access the widgets from the stacked format with the ability to swipe up, down, and to the left and right to change the view and category. Design, customization, improved climate menu, enhanced intelligence, and new entertainment functionalities strengthen the digital experience.

MODERN AND EASY
The new layout features a fixed centralized menu bar for easier access to navigation, music, home, apps and more. The optimized design makes direct access to key features easier for the driver and front seat passenger. The modern interface includes an elegant design with stacked widgets to reduce the steps needed to access applications.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR EXPERIENCE
The layout offers a variety of widgets such as LiveCar, media, weather, phone, navigation and more which allows the user the option to create personal shortcuts fit for their needs. Along with the new interface, the iDrive will include both in-car gaming via AirConsole and video streaming when parked.

IMPROVED CLIMATIZATION
With the fixed centralized menu bar, your iDrive offers direct access to the climatization menu. BMW Operating System 8.5 offers an improved look and functionality for climate control. The system offers more flexibility and control over the temperature and parameters.

INTELLIGENT SUPPORT
BMW's Intelligent Personal Assistant is even more advanced. Now, you can use the QuickSelect widget stack to start the Personal Assistant. BMW Operating System 8.5 also makes profile setup seamless and easy by its integrated system.

*AirConsole expected to be available by end of 2023. Please refer to Faq.bmwusa.com for more information about OS8.5, including information about vehicle availability.